
TECHNICAL SHEETS



COLOR

Color Beat Mask 

Semi-permanent cream color.

100 ml  3,38  Fl. Oz. 

Refresh colors: for hair without grays. // Fantasy colors: for all hair types. 

Semi-permanent cream color. Color Beat colors, hydrates and nourishes the hair. Adds extraordinary softness and shine. Refresh Colors, 
7 shades to revitalize the hair between dyes, invigorate the hair, caring for it with extra nourishment and shine. The 9 Fantasy Colors 
shades allow you to create and personalize the hair color, by applying their 100% pure version or by mixing them with Clear & Gloss 
Mask to create pastel colors. 

Enriched with gardenia and coconut oil, this triglyceride oil complex retains a high affinity with the hair proteins. Due to its low 
molecular weight and its linear chain structure, it can penetrate the deepest hair fiber layers. 

Refresh Colors Apply directly over washed and towel-dried hair. Distribute the cream through the hair using a comb, fingers or 
a bowl and brush. Leave on for 3 to 5 minutes. The longer the exposure time, the brighter the hair color. Rinse thoroughly with 
plenty of water (do not use shampoo).
Fantasy Colors (Direct application) Apply directly over washed and towel-dried hair. Distribute the cream through the hair 
using a comb, fingers or a bowl and brush. Leave on for 15 to 30 minutes. The longer the exposure time, the more intense and 
longer lasting the results. Rinse thoroughly with plenty of water. 
Fantasy Colors (Application with Clear & Gloss Mask) Mix the chosen Fantasy Color with Clear & Gloss Mask in a bowl. 
The proportion of Fantasy/Clear will vary according to the desired result. As a guide, mix 1g of Fantasy Color and 5g of Clear 
Gloss Mask. Optimal exposure time: 15 minutes. Leave on for up to 30 minutes for more intense, longer lasting results. Rinse 
thoroughly with plenty of water. 
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